
REDIS ENTERPRISE CASE STUDY

Redis Enterprise Supports Turner Broadcasting’s

Real-Time Analytics Platform

Introduction

Turner Broadcasting System, the parent company of television networks CNN,
TBS, TNT, TruTV, Inc., etc., is an American media conglomerate and purveyor
of networks with a global audience. Its channels showcase news,
entertainment, sports, animation and young adult multi-platform content and
are some of the most valuable in the world. For its analytics, Turner faced
complications with its previous database. Their microservices framework were
too complex for new application development. Redis Enterprise heightens
Turner Broadcasting’s real-time analytics; thanks to its high performance,
Turner Broadcasting can ingest data without worrying about high latency.

“
Challenges

Prior to using Redis Enterprise, Turner Broadcasting began to encounter the
same challenges that typically accompany an out-of-date database. As it
looked to the future, Turner wanted to break up its media analytics into
different microservices. Unfortunately, Turner’s original database wasn’t able
to work within its desired framework; not only was the framework too
complex, but also the database experienced high latency as it tried to handle
spikes in traffic. Below are the challenges that led Turner Broadcasting to
evaluate and ultimately select Redis Enterprise:

Encountered the following challenges before choosing Redis Enterprise:

High latency and slow response times from other databases

Other databases only being able to handle limited volume and low
throughput of data

Other databases not being able to work within the microservices
framework and are too complex for new application development

Use Case

Turner Broadcasting made the decision to go with Redis Enterprise for its
media analytics solution for a number of reasons, ranging from Redis’ greater
data storage capacity to its enhanced performance. Firstly, there’s no such
thing as a slow data ingest nowadays. High quantities of data often flow in
short amounts of time. In order to help Turner’s media analytics platform run
in real time, Redis delivers blazingingly fast performance with its native C, in-
memory implementation and optimized data structures. This, in turn, enables
the extremely fast ingest of data typically required for truly accurate analysis.
Below, you’ll find the key features and functionalities of Redis Enterprise used
by Turner Broadcasting:

Uses Redis Enterprise for the following:

Real-time analytics

High-speed transactions

Ingesting data quickly

Using Redis Enterprise in the following types of solutions:

Media

Results

Overall, Redis Enterprise’s high performance has refined Turner’s media
analytics platform. Turner no longer has to worry about any spikes in traffic
with Redis Enterprise’s ability to scale seamlessly, all while saving on cost. Redis
Enterprise’s higher and more stable performance, meanwhile, has encouraged
Turner to move additional data from MongoDB. Since making the switch,
Turner has achieved the following results with Redis Enterprise:

Values the following Redis Enterprise capabilities:

Stability & high performance

Ability to seamlessly scale, cluster, and auto shard

Rates the following benefits of Redis Enterprise for having Redis as their
deployment provider compared to their previous state:

Tremendous cost savings: Highly beneficial

Faster time to market: Highly beneficial

Higher, more stable performance: Highly beneficial

Would like to move additional data from the following databases into
Redis Enterprise:

MongoDB

Company Profile

Company:
Turner Broadcasting
System, Inc.

Company Size:
Large Enterprise

Industry:
Media & Entertainment

About Redis Enterprise

Redis is the world’s fastest 
in-memory database 
platform, provides Redis 
Enterprise as a cloud service 
and as downloadable 
software to over 7,000 
enterprise customers. The 
high performance, true high 
availability and seamless 
scaling of Redis Enterprise, 
are top-ranked by industry 
analysts, and power use 
cases such as high speed 
transactions, queuing, user 
session stores, and caching, 
in e-commerce, social, 
personalization, IoT, 
metering, fraud detection 
and other real-time 
applications.

Learn More:

Redis
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Source: Will Schaefer, Application Developer, Turner Broadcasting
System, Inc.
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Research by

“Redis is simple and powerful enough to implement in a sprint 
and solve our latency issues.”

https://redislabs.com/
https://redis.com/
http://www.techvalidate.com/product-research/redis-labs/case-studies/A00-26E-5F7
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